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DIFFERENTIALLY INVARIANT SUBMODELS OF GAS DYNAMICS

FOR THE FOUR-DIMENSIONAL SUBALGEBRA OF TRANSLATIONS

S.V. Khabirov

Continuum models admit a Lie algebra of the group containing translations, Galilean transformations,

rotations, and dilatation. Submodels are constructed for subalgebras of different dimensions. For dimensions

1, 2, and 3, these are invariant submodels. For subalgebras of dimension 4, invariant solutions given by finite

formulas, partially invariant submodels, and also differentially invariant submodels are possible. For equations

of gas-dynamic type, using the example of a four-dimensional subalgebra of translations, a method is proposed

for constructing differentially invariant submodels of minimal rank. For this, the basis of differential invariants

and operators of invariant differentiation are calculated. Independent differential invariants are chosen by virtue

of the model equations, and the simplest representation of a nontrivial solution is determined. Substitution of

the representation into the model equations gives an overdetermined system. Reduction to involution occurs

by finding integrable combinations and alternative assumptions. As a result, exact solutions and submodels

with ordinary differential equations are obtained for spatial, plane, and one-dimensional motions with a linear

velocity field.
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